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SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN, TENTH EDITION offers a practical, visually appealing
approach to information systems development. The integrated Video Learning Sessions
available via CourseMate will increase engagement and improve your understanding of the
course material. Throughout the book, real-world case studies emphasize critical thinking and IT
skills in a dynamic, business-related environment. Numerous projects, assignments, and end-of-
chapter exercises, accessible only in CourseMate, provide hands-on practice. The new Tenth
Edition will help prepare you for success in today's intensely competitive business world.
CourseMate includes an integrated e-book, interactive activities and quizzes as well as the
brand new Engagement Tracker feature. In addition, CourseMate is the only place to gain
access to the SCR case study.

About the AuthorHarry J. Rosenblatt is a professor of information systems at College of the
Albemarle in Elizabeth City, North Carolina, where he has taught for over 16 years. His
background is in management and computer systems consulting. He has co-authored the last
six editions of Systems Analysis and Design for the Shelly Cashman Series(R).
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Mario I. Burgos, “I usually don't like textbooks. They are hugely over-prized. I usually don't like
textbooks. They are hugely over-prized. Having an Internet full of information, a collection of
articles and videos from the many resources available should suffice any class requirement.
Everything in the book can be found for free or an equivalent book can be purchased for 20 - 30
bucks with many, many titles to choose from. The only thing you will be missing is the word
"textbook"”

Madison B., “Four Stars. Cover was messed up, but for 15 bucks I wouldn't care if it didn't have
the cover”

YumiYo, “but besides that it is good reading to understand being a systems. It's for class, I do
have a hard time understanding the book, but besides that it is good reading to understand
being a systems analysis”

Mike, “Four Stars. ordered for a class, worked well for the class”

J. Ethan Begley, “This is a textbook. This book was great! It fulfilled my every expectation of a
textbook. It had a cover, pages, and my professor was kind enough to design the whole class
around it. There was text and images on each page. The information was pertinent to the title on
the cover. Just stellar. SO texty... and booky!”

Tracy Cobb, “Great price. I was hesitant to use rental books, because I love to keep them as
reference for later classes. Glad I used amazon's text rental. It saved me a ton so far. Health and
Computer books are expensive at the college stores. I paid a fraction of the price and it was easy
to rent and return.”

Durwin Barry, “Get this book.. Unlike this companys competitor Reuseabook. This company
actually respects its customer. This bookwas delivered on time and in excellent condition.As for
the book, I instantly fell in love withit by just reading the foreword and table of contents. This is a
must have for a game programming student like me. The explanation on the topics are clear and
concise. The books source code are superior.”

Skibochi, “Breaks down and melt stuff like butter on hot toast. Another must have for a system
analyst. Breaks down and melt stuff like butter on hot toast, very easy to understand.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. everything is good”

The book by Geoff Waring has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 177 people have provided feedback.
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